Webinar on Teachers’ Digital Competencies

Join us on 11th October 2022 at 12:00 CEST
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Summary

DIGI ENE is one of the initiatives launched in the context of the ETF Network of Excellence. The focus will be digital teaching and learning practices. The overall objective of the initiative is to show how digital teaching and learning can efficiently increase students’ learning, presenting tools and methodologies, and supporting participating Centres of Excellence in integrating them in their working environment.

Objectives:

The webinar on Teachers’ Digital Competencies will:

- support teachers to develop their digital competence &
- open a platform for discussion and transnational learning among members of the network &
- present self-reflection tool of teachers’ digital competence & schools’ readiness in relation to digital technology &
- present teachers’ collaboration & peer-learning methods accelerating digital innovation in schools.
# Agenda

## Developing and Sharing Excellence on digitalisation of teaching and learning: Teachers’ Digital Competencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12.00 – 12.15 CEST | Opening and explanation of the objectives  
José Manuel Galvin Arribas – Filippo Del Ninno, ETF |
| 12.15 – 12.30 | Presentation of the DigCompEdu framework  
Anastasia Economou, Georgios Kapsalis, JRC |
| 12.30 – 13.00 | Introduction to the SELFIE Model for teachers  
Anastasia Economou, Georgios Kapsalis, JRC |
| 13.00 – 13.30 | Critical digital literacies for teachers and educators (with 5 min Q&A Session)  
Anastasia Gouseti, Darren Mundy, University of Hull, UK |
| 13.30 – 14.00 | Digital competence advancement in Estonia  
Kerli Pozogina, HARN0, Estonia |
| 14.00 – 14.30 | Fostering the adoption of whole–school level digital innovation in schools  
Kairit Tammets, University of Tallinn, Estonia |
| 14.30 – 14.45 | Q&A Session |
| 14.45 – 15.00 | Break |
| 15.00 – 15.15 | A brief summary about the current situation regarding the ongoing development projects,  
Filippo Del Ninno, ETF |
| 15.15 – 15.30 | Final conclusions, Filippo Del Ninno, ETF |